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A B S T R A C T
Understanding ice shelf–ocean interaction is fundamental to projecting the Antarctic ice sheet response to a warming climate. Numerical ice shelf–ocean modelsare a powerful tool for simulating this interaction, yet are limited by inherent model weaknesses and scarce observations, leading to parameterisations thatare unverified and unvalidated below ice shelves. We explore how different models simulate ice shelf–ocean interaction using the 2nd Ice Shelf–Ocean ModelIntercomparison Project (ISOMIP+) framework. Vertical discretisation and resolution of the ocean model are shown to have a significant effect on ice shelfbasal melt rate, through differences in the distribution of meltwater fluxes and the calculation of thermal driving. Z-coordinate models, which generally havecoarser vertical resolution in ice shelf cavities, may simulate higher melt rates compared to terrain-following coordinate models. This is due to the typicallyhigher resolution of the ice–ocean boundary layer region in terrain following models, which allows better representation of a thin meltwater layer, increasedstratification, and as a result, better insulation of the ice from water below. We show that a terrain-following model, a z-level coordinate model and a hybridapproach give similar results when the effective vertical resolution adjacent to the ice shelf base is similar, despite each model employing different paradigmsfor distributing meltwater fluxes and sampling tracers for melting. We provide a benchmark for thermodynamic ice shelf–ocean interaction with different modelvertical coordinates and vertical resolutions, and suggest a framework for any future ice shelf–ocean thermodynamic parameterisations.
1. Introduction
Understanding the magnitude and distribution of basal meltingbeneath ice shelves is critical to assessing current mass loss fromAntarctica and projecting the contribution from grounded ice to futuresea level rise. Basal melting is the largest source of mass loss (1516±106
Gt yr−1; Liu et al., 2015) from the Antarctic ice sheet, and affects thegrounded portions of the ice sheet through the reduction of buttressingof tributary glaciers (Schoof, 2007). Hence, ice loss through basalmelting of the floating portions of the ice sheet can lead to glacieracceleration and an increased contribution to sea level. Uncertaintyexists in the magnitude of recent Antarctic contribution to global meansea level rise (Church et al., 2013), with recent estimates of totalcontribution over the period 1992–2017 being 4.6 ± 1.2 mm (Shepherdet al., 2019) to 7.6 ± 3.9 mm (Shepherd et al., 2018). However, projec-tions of Antarctic contributions under future warming scenarios containsignificantly higher uncertainty due to poorly understood processes thatmight drive rapid ice discharge (e.g. Weertman, 1974; DeConto andPollard, 2016). In order to reduce uncertainty in current contributions
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and improve projections of future contributions from Antarctica, werequire a better understanding of basal melting.Numerical models that include the thermodynamic interaction be-tween the ocean and the ice sheet provide the best option for investi-gating current and future sea level contributions from Antarctica, forexample see ROMS: Dinniman et al. (2007); MITgcm: Losch (2008);FESOM: Timmermann et al. (2012); HIM/MOM6: Goldberg et al.(2012a); COCO: Kusahara and Hasumi (2013); FVCOM: Zhou andHattermann (2020) and NEMO: Mathiot et al. (2017). These mod-els provide wide spatial coverage and fine temporal resolution. Fullycoupled ocean–ice sheet models will allow full investigation of howocean-driven basal melting affects Antarctica, but are as yet still in theirinfancy for large realistic domains. Ice shelf–ocean models which ne-glect ice dynamics and assume a steady-state ice geometry are thereforethe best current option. These models are based on widely used numer-ical ocean models, but with modifications to allow for pressure exertedon the water column from the ice, and thermodynamic exchange ofheat and freshwater. Ice shelf–ocean models allow this data-poor en-vironment to be explored by simulating both small-scale processes
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and the large-scale spatial and temporal evolution of Antarctic basalmelting. This is critical to improving estimates of Antarctic mass loss.Furthermore, thermodynamic interaction between ice shelves and theocean can also modify broad-scale ocean circulation by fresheningaffecting Antarctic Bottom Water formation and meridional overturningcirculation (Jacobs and Giulivi, 2010); and, potentially impact ecosys-tems by affecting the supply of the micronutrient dissolved iron in theeuphotic zone (Arrigo et al., 2015).Limitations exist in the models however, principally in the param-eterisations that drive the thermodynamic exchange between seawaterand ice. Thermodynamic interaction is typically parameterised with the‘three-equation parameterisation’ (Hellmer and Olbers, 1989; Hollandand Jenkins, 1999), which can be formulated as:
𝜌𝑓𝑤𝑚𝑤𝐿𝑖 = 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑖𝜅𝑖
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Here, 𝑚𝑤 is the melt rate (water equivalent), 𝑢∗ is the frictionvelocity, 𝑇𝑏, 𝑆𝑏 and 𝑝𝑏 are the temperature, salinity and pressure at theice base, 𝑇𝑀 , 𝑆𝑀 and 𝑢𝑀 are the temperature, salinity and velocity atsome specified distance from the ice base. In this ISOMIP+ application,the heat diffusivity into ice (𝜅𝑖) is set to zero (insulating ice), and thewater speed explicitly includes a constant tidal offset, 𝑢′𝑀 2 = 𝑢2𝑀 +
𝑢2𝑡𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑙. The turbulent exchange coefficients for temperature, 𝛤𝑇 , andsalt, 𝛤𝑆 , will be discussed throughout this paper. Other parameters areconstants, as defined in Jenkins et al. (2010), with subscripts 𝑓𝑤 and
𝑠𝑤 referring to freshwater and seawater, respectively.This approach sees widespread use and is the most commonly ap-plied parameterisation (see for example Dinniman et al., 2015; Galton-Fenzi et al., 2012; Kusahara et al., 2017; Gwyther et al., 2014). Thethree-equation parameterisation divides the interface region into ice,ice–ocean interface and far-field ocean, and describes a conservationof heat equation (Eq. (1)) and salt equation (Eq. (2)) with fluxes acrosseach boundary. The linearised freezing point temperature (Eq. (3)), afunction of in situ salinity and pressure, closes the parameterisationand allows the equations to be solved for melt rate (as well as thetemperature and salinity) at the ice–ocean interface. Turbulent pro-cesses that mix heat and salt from the ocean below to the ice interfaceare parameterised as turbulent exchange rates or velocities. The de-scription of turbulent exchange is based on empirical evidence: seaice observations (e.g. McPhee et al., 1987; McPhee, 1992) and labora-tory experiments (Kader and Yaglom, 1972). Evidence from below theRonne-Filchner Ice Shelf supports the three-equation parameterisation,but also suggests that a simplified parameterisation would fit the dataequally well (Jenkins et al., 2010). Observations of double diffusivestaircases beneath George VI Ice Shelf are an example where the three-equation parameterisation has been shown to not accurately solve formelt rate (Kimura et al., 2015). Davis and Nicholls (2019) showedthat the law of the wall assumption, inherent in the three-equationparameterisation, does not hold at weak flow speeds.This parameterisation has been applied to many ice–ocean modelswith different vertical configurations. Typically, the parameterisationis applied between the top model cell and the ice, and hence the loca-tion where the temperature to drive melting is sampled changes as afunction of the vertical resolution. Likewise, the depth over which heatand freshwater fluxes from melt are released will change depending onvertical resolution. As a result, the simulated melt rate is often a directfunction of vertical resolution. However, as will be discussed below,the temperature to drive melting can also be computed as an averageover a model ‘mixed layer’ that may include more than one verticalgrid cell, in which case the simulated melt may be a more complicatedfunction of vertical resolution. Since the practical implementation ofthese parameterisations differs across model frameworks, the results of
ice–ocean simulations with different models may respond differently tothis vertical resolution dependency.Turbulence generated by velocity shear in the momentum boundarylayer is important for exchanging heat and salt to the base of the iceshelf. However, the shape that this momentum boundary layer takes islargely unconstrained except for a few sparse observations and recenthigh resolution modelling efforts (see Section 4.2). Almost all ice–oceanmodels adopt a simple parameterisation of the boundary layer, namelythat the surface shear stress (𝜏0) that drives turbulence is a quadraticfunction of a representative water velocity (𝑈), 𝜏0 = 𝜌𝑠𝑤𝐶𝐷𝑈2, where
𝐶𝐷 is a dimensionless drag coefficient and 𝜌𝑠𝑤 is the ocean density. This‘quadratic drag parameterisation’ can be written in terms of the frictionvelocity 𝑢∗ as 𝑢2∗ = 𝐶𝐷𝑈2. While the form of this parameterisationcan be used for predicting stress using a variety of representativevelocities (see Soulsby, 1983), the drag coefficient will be different for adifferent representative velocity (e.g. ‘free stream velocity’ at the edgeof the boundary layer, depth averaged velocity, velocity at a specificdepth). The location for the sampling of the representative velocity isunclear, and may also introduce a resolution dependency. For example,the ‘free stream velocity’ should be sampled at the edge of the boundarylayer beyond the influence of interface friction, but this will change fordifferent roughnesses and for different water velocities. In the presenceof a strong upslope buoyant plume, which modifies the vertical velocityprofile (e.g. Jenkins, 2016), the relevance of the free stream velocityto surface stress is also unclear. Likewise, while a ‘depth-averagedvelocity’ (across the entire water column) may be feasible in shallowshelf seas, it is clearly not appropriate for overturning flow within anice shelf cavity. Sampling the velocity at a chosen depth (which mostmodels currently do) is susceptible to vertical resolution dependenciesand should likely be acquired within the log-layer ((1) m; Davisand Nicholls, 2019) requiring both a high vertical resolution at theice–ocean interface and a 𝐶𝐷 that is a function of distance from theinterface.Almost all ice–ocean models, including those used here, do notcurrently implement more complex controls on how momentum ex-change is calculated (such as varying where the representative velocityis sampled due to surface roughness and ambient flows such as buoy-ant plumes) and so we note that this dependency exists but do notinvestigate it in more detail.Results presented in this article were obtained using the experi-mental setup from the second Ice Shelf–Ocean Model IntercomparisonProject, ISOMIP+ (Asay-Davis et al., 2016). However, this article isneither intended to be a detailed overview of ISOMIP+, nor a compre-hensive overview of the main results from the ISOMIP+ experiment (seeAsay-Davis et al., 2016). Instead, this article will explain key differ-ences between a terrain-following vertical coordinate model (ROMS),a z-coordinate model (COCO) and an Arbitrary-Lagrangian–Eulerianvertical coordinate model (MPAS-O) within the ISOMIP+ framework.The effect of vertical resolution on melt rate, and the effect of implic-itly and explicitly parameterised vertical mixing on ice–ocean modelswill also be investigated in the context of ISOMIP+ and ice–oceanmodelling as a whole. This article will improve understanding of thedifferences in simulations that results from different model platforms.Recommendations will be made for future modelling and observationalstudies. However, this study, like ISOMIP+, is not designed to providethe correct answer for ‘How ice–ocean interaction occurs and whois simulating this correctly’. Section 2 provides a brief overview ofthe ISOMIP+ common resolution and parameter (COM) experiments,and models participating in this study. Section 3 summarises selectedISOMIP+ results to illustrate the differences between different modelconfigurations, while the impact of chosen vertical resolution is demon-strated across different model frameworks. In Section 4, the dependenceon model vertical resolution is linked to vertical mixing processes andthe implications for understanding modelling studies and designingfuture model simulations are discussed.
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2. Experimental setup
The Marine Ice Sheet–Ocean Model Intercomparison Project (MIS-OMIP; A Climate and Cryosphere Project targeted activity1) describesa semi-idealised fjord-like bathymetry with a glacier and ice shelf. Theintercomparison project will consist of an ice sheet component and anice shelf–ocean component (ISOMIP+ Asay-Davis et al., 2016). The aimof MISOMIP is to aid in the validation and development of fully coupledice sheet–ocean models, together with their constituent stand-alonecomponents.ISOMIP+ follows the precedent established by several previous ide-alised ice shelf–ocean modelling studies (Grosfeld et al., 1997; Hollandet al., 2008; Losch, 2008; Little et al., 2008, 2009; Goldberg et al.,2012a,b; Kimura et al., 2013; Dansereau et al., 2014; Gwyther et al.,2015, 2016), and the original ISOMIP (Hunter, 2006). The aim ofthese experiments is to provide a test case for development of iceshelf–ocean model applications; explore and better understand ice–ocean interaction; and, compare different modelling frameworks andparameters. The specifications for ISOMIP+ outline five experimentswith different initial and boundary forcing conditions, as well as (in twoexperiments) a time-varying ice geometry. ISOMIP+ is chosen as theexperimental framework so as to facilitate easier comparison to resultsfrom other models in ISOMIP+, and those developed in the future.The first three experiments in ISOMIP+, Ocean0, Ocean1 andOcean2, use a steady-state ice geometry. They are designed to examinethe response of basal melting and circulation within the ice shelf cavityto far-field ocean forcing. The first experiment, Ocean0, uses warminitial conditions throughout the cavity and continually restores at thenorthern boundary to the same initial conditions. Ocean1 is designed toexamine the response to a warming ocean, and hence is initialised withcold oceanic conditions and has restoring at the northern boundary towarm conditions. Ocean2 is designed to examine the response to a cool-ing ocean, and hence is initialised with warm oceanic conditions andhas restoring to cool conditions at the northern boundary. The detailsfor these experiments are covered at length in Asay-Davis et al. (2016).In this study, the experiment Ocean0 is chosen as the base of com-parison for the different models. This is because the initial and restoringconditions allow for faster model spin-up than Ocean1 or Ocean2, withocean conditions typically reaching a quasi-steady state in one to twoyears. However, in Section 3.4 we use the same geometry, but with coldinitial condition and cold restoring conditions to simulate a cold cavityenvironment, with details given in Asay-Davis et al. (2016).In ISOMIP+, interior vertical mixing is similar for each model withconstant values of vertical diffusivity and viscosity. If the local strat-ification is unstable, vertical diffusivity and viscosity are increased tolarger constant values. The experimental design excludes more complexparameterisations of vertical mixing, for example K-Profile Parameter-isation (KPP Large et al., 1994) which includes a non-local surfaceboundary layer and instability from resolved vertical shear, unresolveddouble diffusivity and internal waves in the calculation of interiordiffusivity and viscosity.Vertical mixing at the ice shelf–ocean boundary region must beconsidered separately. For the z-coordinate models in ISOMIP+, thevertical resolution may not resolve the ice shelf–ocean boundary layer,particularly where melting produces a stably stratified and thin bound-ary layer (e.g. 12m beneath melting sites on Pine Island Glacier; Stantonet al., 2013). This is also true for z-coordinate models in realistic appli-cations, where computational efficiency does not allow for sufficientvertical resolution to resolve the ice–ocean boundary layer. As theboundary layer is not resolved, a separate parameterisation is generallyemployed. ISOMIP+ prescribes the boundary layer method similarto that described in Losch (2008). This is achieved by distributingmeltwater released by basal melting down to a prescribed depth belowthe ice–ocean interface, which in Losch (2008) was equivalent to one
1 http://www.climate-cryosphere.org/activities/targeted/misomip
full grid cell, but could be set to be several cells below, or indeed couldbe set to be independent of vertical resolution (e.g. MPAS-O). Likewise,the choice of where to sample the far-field temperature is generally ata certain depth below the ice shelf base (Kimura et al., 2013) or as theaverage down to the mixed layer depth. In this comparison, COCO andMPAS-O each employ unique boundary layer schemes, with MPAS-Ousing a modified Losch-style scheme. ROMS is configured to sampletemperature and salinity at the top grid cell (generally ∼1 m thick)and release meltwater into the top model cell, allowing the verticalmixing scheme to parameterise the transport of momentum and tracersdownwards. More details of the boundary layer mixing schemes foreach model are given in Table 1, Table A.1, and at relevant locationsthrough the text.Most modern models use transfer rates (turbulent exchange ve-locities for temperature 𝛾𝑇 and salinity 𝛾𝑆 ) that vary as a complexfunction of velocity amongst other parameters, following McPhee et al.(1987). ISOMIP+ specifies a velocity-dependent formulation where theexchange velocities, 𝛾𝑇 and 𝛾𝑆 are linear functions of the frictionvelocity 𝑢∗, such that 𝛾𝑇 ∕𝑆 = 𝑢∗𝛤𝑇 ∕𝑆 , where the turbulent heat and salttransfer coefficients for temperature and salt, 𝛤𝑇 and 𝛤𝑆 , are assumedto be constant. Observations of turbulent exchange below sea ice offersupport for this assumption (McPhee and Kottmeier, 1999). In theparameter studies that follow, we vary the transfer coefficient betweenexperiments, to assess the impact of weaker to stronger turbulence.
2.1. Model descriptions
The Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) is a 3D numericalocean model developed for coastal ocean modelling studies (Shchep-etkin and McWilliams, 2005). It uses a terrain-following vertical coordi-nate configured to provide higher resolution at the ocean surface and atthe bathymetry (‘‘𝑠-coordinate’’), to better resolve surface and bottomboundary layers, and lower resolution in the mid-depths. Modificationsto ROMS allow for ice shelves (following Dinniman et al., 2007; Galton-Fenzi et al., 2012), with ice–ocean thermodynamic interaction from thethree-equation melting/freezing parameterisation (Hellmer and Olbers,1989; Holland and Jenkins, 1999). The geometry and chosen verticalscaling coordinate produced top-layer cells of thickness 0.5 m near thegrounding line, 3 m at mid-ice shelf and 5 m near the ice front.The Center for Climate System Research Ocean Component Model(COCO) is a z-coordinate, coupled ocean-sea ice model developed inpartnership between the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science andTechnology and the Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, the Uni-versity of Tokyo. Like ROMS, COCO solves the primitive equation underthe Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations, and includes a steady-state ice shelf component (Kusahara and Hasumi, 2013). It has beenused for modelling ocean-cryosphere interactions over the SouthernOcean (Kusahara and Hasumi, 2013, 2014; Kusahara et al., 2017). Inthe ISOMIP+ framework, COCO used a full-step representation for iceshelf draft, instead of a partial-step treatment (Adcroft et al., 1997).The full-step representation was used so that sampling of tracers andmomentum is computed in the centre of each cell at a known, constantdistance from the ice; with partial cells, this sampling would occurat arbitrary distances depending on the thickness of each partial cell.As configured for ISOMIP+ experiments, the vertical resolution waschosen as 20 m, and temperature and salinity in the uppermost gridcell were used to calculate basal melt rate. Meltwater fluxes weredistributed by complete mixing with original tracer properties down tothe prescribed depth; in the ISOMIP+ COM configuration, this is chosenas 20 m, equivalent to the vertical resolution. In this study, we alsoutilised COCO with higher vertical resolution of 2 m to examine thedependence of basal melt rate on vertical resolution and thickness ofthe prescribed mixed layer for fluxes. More details on the distributionof meltwater over the prescribed distance are given in the Appendix.The Model for Prediction Across Scales: Ocean (MPAS-O; Ringleret al., 2013) is a Boussinesq, finite-volume primitive equation ocean
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Table 1Model platforms compared in this study, and their respective vertical resolution dependencies.Model Flux mixing thickness Tracer sampling distance Resultant vertical resolution dependency
ROMS Top layer Top layer Sampling and distributing fluxes both function of vertical resolutionCOCO Prescribed depth Top layer Sampling function of vertical resolution; flux over prescribed ‘mixed layer’ depthMPAS-O Prescribed depth Prescribed depth Averaging and distribution of fluxes over prescribed distance
model based on a horizontal mesh composed of Voronoi tesselationof near-regular hexagons, and an Arbitrary–Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE)vertical coordinate (Petersen et al., 2014). In the ISOMIP+ experiments,the coordinate is z* (Adcroft and Campin, 2004) in the open oceanwhile beneath ice shelves it follows the ice draft (but not the seafloor,where layers are instead dropped as they intersect the bathymetry in amanner similar to z-level coordinates). Similar to Losch (2008), in mostexperiments, temperature and salinity for calculating thermal drivingare found by averaging over cells within 10 m of the ice, and melt fluxes(heat and freshwater) are distributed based on an exponential profile,with a decay length scale of 10 m. Unless otherwise stated, the MPAS-O experiments presented in this paper are performed with 120 verticallevels (corresponding to 6-m resolution in the open ocean and 2–3 mbelow the ice shelf in the deeper parts of the cavity).The ISOMIP+ specifications suggest tuning of the turbulent heattransfer coefficient 𝛤𝑇 such that the spatial mean melt rates are
∼30myr−1. As a result, the Ocean0 results shown here are conductedwith 𝛤𝑇 ,ROMS = 0.05, 𝛤𝑇 ,COCO = 0.025 and 𝛤𝑇 ,MPAS-O = 0.0194. In theremainder of the text, values of 𝛤𝑇 are assumed to be these valuesunless otherwise explicitly stated.Note that in this study we will refer to ROMS configurations ashaving high vertical resolution within the ice shelf cavities and z-level models as having lower vertical resolution. We acknowledge thatvertical resolution of either coordinate system can be refined to highor low resolution, but typically, resolutions are chosen in the afore-mentioned configuration. The benefit of terrain-following coordinatemodels for ice shelf–ocean modelling is that they can be easily config-ured to simulate thin cells near to the ice–ocean interface without losingcomputational efficiency. However, the remapping of the primitiveequations to a sigma-coordinate system can produce errors in the hori-zontal pressure gradient (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2003), leadingto spurious flows near steeper changes in water column thickness suchas at the ice front (Galton-Fenzi, 2009). Generally, sigma-coordinatemodels employ smoothing to reduce this issue, which can remove finerdetails in bathymetry and ice draft. Z-level models do not suffer fromthis type of error. Lower vertical resolution in z-level models is chosento maintain computational efficiency — to obtain high resolution atthe ice shelf–ocean boundary layer, thin levels must be chosen fromnear the surface of the ocean down to at least 2500 m. However, anissue with z-level models is the misrepresentation of vertical mixingnear step-like topography (as a result of a coarse z-coordinate), whichis known to degrade bottom boundary layer plumes (Ezer and Mellor,2004) but could also affect buoyant meltwater plumes. The impact ofdifferent representations of the meltwater plume (and how that affectshorizontal properties of the plume) on the results presented here isunclear.
2.2. Resolution dependencies in the ice–ocean thermodynamic parameteri-sation
There are multiple vertical resolution dependencies in parameteri-sations of thermodynamic exchange in ice shelf–ocean models. All ofthese dependencies relate to how heat is moved between the oceanand ice, and the vertical distance over which this occurs. The Hollandand Jenkins (1999) parameterisation assumes an ice–ocean boundarylayer above an ocean mixed layer. The ocean mixed layer is assumedto be well mixed and to have well defined properties such as layerthickness and tracer quantities, as found in isopycnal models (e.g.Holland and Jenkins, 2001). Subsequent models have generally adapted
this original parameterisation to calculate the amount of heat availablefor melting, the thermal driving. Here we refer to the thermal drivingas the difference between the in situ freezing point at the ice–oceaninterface and the temperature some depth below the ice–ocean inter-face which represents the ‘ambient ocean’. This thermal driving willalso be modified by fresh meltwater feeding back on the freezing point,and as such, is also implicitly a function of the ambient ocean salinity.This has led to problems such as where to sample the temperature andsalinity that drive melting. In ROMS, these values are sampled in thetop ocean cell, which may or may not match the original design ofthe three-equation parameterisation, depending on how thick the topocean cell is compared to any ice–ocean boundary layer. In z-coordinatemodels that employ partial thickness cells, a simple boundary layerscheme calculates the thermal driving with the mean temperatureover a prescribed distance from the ice (Losch, 2008). This prescribeddistance likely does not match the ice–ocean boundary-layer thickness.As a result, resolution dependency exists in the method for cal-culating the thermal driving and the method by which meltwater isreleased back into the model. The calculation of the thermal drivingtypically involves either sampling of temperature and salinity in thetop model cell, or averaging across multiple cells. Meltwater fluxescan likewise be applied into the top model layer, or distributed (viamixing or fluxes) into a prescribed depth. We have chosen to refer tothe depth over which tracers are sampled or averaged in the calculationof melt rate as the ‘tracer sampling distance’ (TSD), while the depthover which meltwater fluxes are mixed or distributed will be referredto as the ‘flux mixing thickness’ (FMT). The purpose of the rest of thispaper is investigate how the parameterisation choices made for thetracer sampling distance and flux mixing thickness impact melt rate indifferent model frameworks.In Table 1, the vertical-resolution dependencies for model platformsin this paper are shown, with more details given in Table A.1. In ROMS,thermal driving is sampled and meltwater fluxes are distributed intothe top model layer. As a result, mixing immediately below the ice–ocean interface must be dealt with by the internal vertical mixingscheme. In COCO, meltwater fluxes are distributed over a prescribeddepth, but thermal driving is sampled in the top layer. In MPAS-O,both the averaging of tracers for thermal driving and distribution ofmeltwater fluxes is over a chosen prescribed depth. In reality, tracerand momentum boundary layer thickness are a function of ocean andinterface properties and thus will vary in space and time. It seemsunlikely that they can be represented realistically by any fixed value.
3. Results
3.1. Differences in melting
The ISOMIP+ results of ROMS, COCO and MPAS-O are directlycompared, to highlight similarities and differences. A metric for modelcomparison proposed for ISOMIP+ from Asay-Davis et al. (2016) wasthe area-averaged melt rate where the ice draft (the ice–ocean inter-face) is deeper than 300 m. We use this metric throughout the rest ofthe study focusing on the region below 300 m depth with areal extentshown by the black outlines in Fig. 1. In ISOMIP+, specifications calledfor the turbulent heat exchange coefficient 𝛤𝑇 to be tuned such that thearea-averaged melt rate was ∼ 30 myr−1, however even for very high
𝛤𝑇 , ROMS could not reach an area-averaged melt rate of 30 myr−1.Melting is lower in ROMS by a factor of two compared to COCO andMPAS-O (Fig. 1) with approximate steady state melting of 13.5myr−1
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Fig. 1. Spatial pattern of time-averaged melt rate for (a) ROMS, (b) COCO and (c) MPAS-O. Ice deeper than 300 m below sea level is outlined with a black contour in each panel.Spatially averaged melt rates over this region are compared throughout the remainder of the paper. Melt rate is averaged over the last year of integration.
for ROMS, 30.9myr−1 for COCO, and 28.3myr−1 for MPAS-O. Thesimilar spatial patterns and mean magnitude of melt rates betweenCOCO and MPAS-O (compare Fig. 1b and c) is unsurprising given thatISOMIP+ models were purposefully tuned (by adjusting 𝛤𝑇 ) to reach amean melt of 30myr−1. The fact that ROMS (Fig. 1a) displays less thanhalf the mean melting of the other models will be shown to relate toits higher vertical resolution.The spatial distribution of thermal driving (𝑇∗ ≡ 𝑇𝑤 −𝑇𝑓 ; differencebetween the ambient ocean water temperature (see definition for eachmodel in Table 1), 𝑇𝑤 and the in situ pressure freezing point 𝑇𝑓 ) atthe end of the run shows similar differences (Fig. 2). ROMS againdisplays much weaker 𝑇∗ across the ice shelf compared to both COCOand MPAS-O.A vertical transect (at 𝑦 = 40 km) through each model showstemperature conditions for the cavity and open ocean area (Fig. 3). Thetemperature distribution for each cavity is similar. The meltwater layeris easily observable in the COCO and MPAS-O results as it is relativelythick (see Fig. 3 insets). In ROMS, the meltwater layer adjacent to theice shelf is thin and cold (for example at x = 500 km, −2 ◦C comparedto −1.3 ◦C and −1.8 ◦C for COCO and MPAS-O, respectively). As weexplore in the next section, the combination of the fact that ROMS com-putes melt based on ocean properties in the cells immediately below theice and the low vertical mixing prescribed in ISOMIP+ for the ambientwater column lead to lower thermal driving and reduced melting inROMS compared to COCO or MPAS-O. Even after adding additionalsources of mixing, including tides and a more complex vertical mixingscheme (KPP), vertical mixing near the ice–ocean interface was notstrong enough to break down stratification and increase melt rates tomatch z-level models (‘Typical configuration’ experiments in ISOMIP+,which are not shown here).
3.2. ROMS melt rates as a function of vertical resolution
Here we show that weaker melting in ROMS is due to the thicknessof the top layer over which thermal driving is calculated and meltwateris distributed by simulating melt rate at different vertical resolutionsand across a range of heat transfer coefficients, 𝛤𝑇 .
By decreasing the vertical resolution in ROMS, accomplished byreducing the number of vertical layers, melting increases. The ISOMIP+experiments prescribe a low, constant rate of vertical mixing understable stratification (𝜅stab = 5×10−5m2 s−2 for temperature and salinity).Because of this prescription, the mixed layer depth is effectively thethickness of the top model grid cell. As the average top cell thicknessis increased, through 𝛥𝑧TopAv = 1.1m (orange line; Fig. 4), 2.3 m (blackline), and 4.8 m (yellow line), melting increases for any given 𝛤𝑇 value.Above approximately 𝛤𝑇 = 0.01, melting only weakly varies withincreasing 𝛤𝑇 , but across all 𝛤𝑇 , melting increases with coarser verticalresolution.In ROMS, any mixing from the top cell into the ocean below resultsfrom the internal mixing scheme. If there is limited mixing of heat frombelow and lateral advection of heat from upstream, the dependenceof melt on resolution results from a lower total heat content beingavailable to the base of the ice shelf with a thinner top layer.To further explain why ROMS has lower melt rates, we presentresults where ROMS’ vertical mixing parameterisation has been mod-ified to mimic the lower resolution and the boundary layer schemeused in the ISOMIP+ z-level models. This modification adjusts verticaltracer diffusivity to a constant, high value (identical to the unstableconvective adjustment diffusivity 𝜅unstab = 0.1m2 s−2) from the icesurface down to a chosen prescribed distance (20 m in this case) belowthe ice surface (dashed curves in Fig. 4). Below this depth, diffusivityreturns to the specified background rate 𝜅stab. As a result, tracer valuessampled in the top cell will represent the mean value over the entiretracer sampling distance; in practice this is imposing prescribed tracersampling distances and flux mixing thicknesses of 20 m, similar tothe Losch-style scheme common in z-level models. Momentum diffu-sivity is left unmodified. While these results provide only qualitativelysimilar results to ISOMIP+ z-level models, they do show how ROMSsimulates melting with lower vertical resolution near the boundarylayer, while maintaining the same resolution through the rest of themodel.The modified vertical mixing configuration (dashed lines; Fig. 4)displays higher melting than the standard ISOMIP+ ROMS configura-tion (solid lines; Fig. 4). With the modified vertical mixing scheme, meltrates match the magnitude of melt rates of the predominately z-level
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of mean thermal driving for (a) ROMS, (b) COCO and (c) MPAS-O.
Fig. 3. Vertical transect through the centre of the cavity (𝑦 = 40 km) showing potential temperature for (a) ROMS, (b) COCO, and (c) MPAS-O. Inset in each panel shows thetemperature distribution near to ice shelf–ocean interface, with location indicated with a black box.
models in ISOMIP+ (which are tuned to 30myr−1) for 𝛤𝑇 ∼ 0.06. Belowmelt rates of 8myr−1 (or 𝛤𝑇 = 2.5×10−2), melt rates simulated with thedefault and modified mixing schemes follow the same dependency on
𝛤𝑇 . This suggests that it is only at higher melt rates (above 8myr−1in this case), that lower vertical resolution and the boundary layerscheme of Losch (2008) increase vertical heat transport from belowinto the top, relatively thin, ROMS model layer. At higher melt rates,the meltwater layer is spread out over the entire 20 m mixed layer bythe modified mixing scheme, similar to the thicker prescribed depthin the Losch-style boundary layer scheme, but the higher turbulent
transfer rate more effectively delivers this heat to the ice than in thecase of low 𝛤𝑇 and low melting. Note also that in the case of themodified mixing experiments, where both the flux mixing thickness andtracer sampling distance are set constant but 𝛥𝑧 (vertical resolution) ischanged, dependency of melting on vertical resolution is reduced (aswe will also see in Section 3.5).Lower melt rates in ISOMIP+ (e.g. as simulated by ROMS) arenot as a result of a cooler cavity environment on the whole (seeSection 3.1), rather, they result from the parameterisation of verticalmixing processes. For the same constant vertical diffusivity, deeper
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Fig. 4. Dependency of melt rate in ROMS on 𝛤𝑇 , vertical resolution (spatially-averagedtop layer thickness 𝛥𝑧TopAv) and the imposed depths for mixing fluxes (flux mixingthickness; FMT) and sampling tracers (tracer sampling distance; TSD). Orange, blackand yellow markers and lines show mean simulation melt rates for a given vertical
𝛤𝑇 and vertical resolution of 41, 21, and 11 layers, respectively. Solid curves are withthe ISOMIP+ default vertical mixing, dashed curves are with enhanced vertical mixingin the top 20 m below the ice, mimicking lower vertical resolution at the ice–oceaninterface.
mixing of fluxes and tracers will result in the ice–ocean interface beingexposed to deeper and warmer waters, and thus higher melting. Thisis evidenced by the reduction of melt rates shown by COCO (a z-levelmodel) if the z-levels and the pre-defined FMT are made nearly as thinas ROMS levels (see Section 3.3).
3.3. Impact of vertical resolution in other models
We utilised COCO with two vertical resolutions (a 2 m high res-olution configuration, and the 20 m ISOMIP+ COM configuration) inorder to examine the dependency of basal melt rate on the verticalresolution, thickness of the boundary layer, and the turbulent heattransfer rate, 𝛤𝑇 . COCO employs a boundary layer scheme that isquite different from a Losch-style boundary layer scheme. In the caseof COCO, tracers for melting are taken from the values in the topmodel cell. Meltwater flux is distributed uniformly over a Losch-styleprescribed depth (though this depth is not necessarily identical to thevertical resolution), and the added meltwater is mixed completely withthe original tracer properties.The Ocean0 experiment with a one year integration is used toassess the dependency of basal melt on vertical resolution as simulatedin COCO. We also performed a series of numerical experiments withthe high vertical resolution configuration, changing 𝛤𝑇 from 0.01 to0.20, and the thickness of the simplified boundary layer over whichmeltwater is distributed (flux mixing thickness) from 2 to 40 m. Thehigher vertical resolution experiments were conducted to examine thedependency of basal melt on the FMT thickness, somewhat similar tothat conducted with ROMS in Section 3.2.The standard ISOMIP+ vertical resolution and mixed layer depthused by z-level models (black curves in Fig. 5) lead to strong meltingthat increases with 𝛤𝑇 , as follows from the three-equation parameteri-sation where melt rate increases for increasing turbulent heat transfer.The relationship plateaus at high 𝛤𝑇 , as increasing turbulence doesnot increase the maximum rate at which heat is delivered from theocean interior (below the boundary layer). Comparing the standardISOMIP+ configuration of COCO to a similar configuration but withtracers sampled at 2 m and fluxes distributed over a 20 m flux mixingthickness (yellow line) shows that sampling tracers closer to the ice
shelf reduces melt rates (cf. black and yellow lines; Fig. 5a). Likewise,sampling thermal driving at 2 m and distributing fluxes within 2 m ofthe ice shelf (×10 the vertical resolution of the ISOMIP+ configura-tion) leads to much lower melt rates in COCO. In Fig. 5b, a similarexperiment is performed in MPAS-O where tracer sampling distanceand flux mixing thickness are explicitly varied with vertical resolutionheld fixed at 120 vertical layers (∼2–3 m, see Section 2.1). The resultsare similar: decreasing the tracer sampling distance reduces melting(in fact, more so than in COCO) and additionally decreasing the flux-distribution depth further decreases melting. The blue line shows anadditional experiment that was not possible in COCO. Tracers aresampled over the top 20 m but fluxes are distributed in the top 2 m,leading to an increase in melt rates. This increase likely results froma (partial) decoupling of melt fluxes and ambient tracers, where thereis little feedback from melting at the ice–ocean interface on ambientproperties far below, given the weak mixing. Furthermore, in theOcean0 experiment, the deeper the ambient temperature is sampled forthermal driving, the warmer it will be because of the prescribed verticalprofile of temperature (Fig. 3).To further explore the dependency on flux mixing thickness, weran a suite of experiments in COCO and MPAS-O with a constanttracer sampling distance (2 m) but with different imposed flux mixingthicknesses and 𝛤𝑇 values, as shown in Fig. 6. In both models, a fluxmixing thickness thinner than 10 m limits melting to a maximum of
∼30myr−1, even with high 𝛤𝑇 values. The small 𝛤𝑇 regime, whereincreasing the flux mixing thickness has negligible impact on melting,is larger for COCO (𝛤𝑇 < 0.03) compared to MPAS-O (𝛤𝑇 < 0.01),indicating the impact that different model frameworks have in thesimulation of melting. However, for both models, choosing a thinnerflux mixing thickness generally will reduce melt rates, and likewisefor decreasing the turbulent heat transfer 𝛤𝑇 . As in Fig. 5, there arequalitative similarities in the response of melting simulated by COCOand MPAS-O to changes in 𝛤𝑇 and the FMT, but differences in thedetails are likely due to the different application of boundary layerschemes.Through decreasing the flux mixing thickness, vertical fluxes in thez-level model COCO and the ALE model MPAS-O are made to resemblethat of a terrain-following coordinate model. At high resolution witha thin mixed layer depth (2 m for both), increasing the turbulentheat flux 𝛤𝑇 was insufficient to transport heat to the ice surface andreach the melt rates (∼30myr−1) simulated by z-level models withcoarse resolution for the same experiment. These results also show thecomplex and covariant impact that the flux mixing thickness and tracersampling distance have in governing melt rates.
3.4. Resolution dependency in a cold cavity environment
The vertical resolution dependency existent in the melt parameteri-sation is not a function of the magnitude of thermal driving. However,given that many ice shelves interact with a colder ocean cavity, it isimportant to investigate how strongly the dependency manifests in avariety of different cavity environments.Cold cavity simulations show that all three model platforms performsimilarly in response to different vertical resolution settings (Fig. 7),with an increase in the flux mixing thickness and tracer samplingdistance leading to increased melting in ROMS, COCO and MPAS-O.Again, a larger TSD than FMT (blue line; Fig. 7c) acts to partiallydecouple the calculation of melting from release of meltwater.The main difference from a warm cavity environment is the lowermagnitude of melting, which is to be expected for a reduced thermaldriving. Also noticeable is a reduced spread in melt rates for differentresolutions. This suggests that while the impact of vertical resolutiondependency is in the same direction for a warm or cold cavity, thelatter will exhibit a lower sensitivity to model choices. This couldbe expected from other modelling studies, where a warmed cavityexhibited disproportionately higher melting (e.g. Gwyther et al., 2016).In this study we focus on warm cavities, as the phenomenon we arestudying is most impactful in this regime, but it is also important toquantify the effect for cold cavities.
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Fig. 5. Dependency of basal melt rate on 𝛤𝑇 for different tracer sampling distance (TSD) and flux mixing thickness (FMT) parameters in (a) COCO and (b) MPAS-O. Takingthe black curve as a reference point, the yellow curves show a reduction in melting from sampling tracers closer to the ice interface, and the orange curves show an additionalreduction from distributing meltwater fluxes closer to the ice interface. In (b), the blue curve shows an increase in melting when fluxes are distributed close to the interface buttracers are sampled at greater depth in MPAS-O, likely resulting from a reduction in feedback between melting and ambient ocean temperature.
Fig. 6. Dependency of basal melt on 𝛤𝑇 and flux mixing thickness in (a) COCO and (b) MPAS-O. Hollow circles indicate mean melt rate for a given 𝛤𝑇 and flux mixing thickness,while colour map and contours show the interpolated relationship between flux mixing thickness, 𝛤𝑇 and melt rate. The tracer sampling distance is held fixed at 2 m in COCOand at 20 m in MPAS-O.
Fig. 7. Area averaged melting in a cold cavity environment for (a) ROMS, (b) COCO, (c) MPAS-O, under a range of turbulent transfer (𝛤𝑇 ) values and choices of flux mixingthickness and tracer sampling distance. Note difference axis in panel b. In all panels, black lines are the ISOMIP+ default configuration.
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Fig. 8. Dependency of basal melt on 𝛤𝑇 and the tracer sampling distance in MPAS-O.Hollow circles indicate mean melt rate for a given 𝛤𝑇 and tracer sampling distance,while colour map and contours show the interpolated relationship between tracersampling distance, 𝛤𝑇 and melt rate. The flux mixing thickness is held fixed at 20 m.
3.5. Separating the resolution-dependent response
MPAS-O employs a modified Losch-style boundary layer scheme,though it differs in details to Losch (2008). Similar to Losch (2008),MPAS-O samples tracers by averaging over a prescribed depth, but thedistribution of meltwater fluxes into the prescribed depth is with anexponential profile (see details in Appendix), rather than uniformly asin Losch (2008). MPAS-O is uniquely able to separate out the impactof the flux mixing thickness and tracer sampling distance, as bothparameters can be prescribed independently while holding the verticalresolution fixed (whereas the tracer sampling distance is implicitlylinked to the vertical resolution in COCO).Fig. 8 shows that, in MPAS-O, the dependence of melting on thetracer sampling distance is much stronger than it is on flux mixingthickness (Fig. 6b). Assuming this strong dependence also holds forz-level models like COCO, this makes it difficult to compute meltfluxes that are independent of vertical resolution, given that the tracersampling distance is constrained by the (typically coarse) vertical reso-lution, as we discuss in Section 4.1. When tracer sampling distances arecomparable to (or less than) flux mixing thicknesses (20 m in Fig. 8),meltwater mixes deep enough to feed back on the thermal driving,thereby throttling melting. At large tracer sampling distances comparedto the flux mixing thickness, parameterised melt processes do not mixdeep enough to feed back on the thermal driving, leading to melt ratesthat are likely unrealistically large.To get a better handle on how melt rates vary with vertical res-olution, we also performed a series of experiments where we variedthe number of vertical layers in MPAS-O between 36 and 120 withvarious choices of how the tracer sampling distances and flux mixingthicknesses varied with resolution (Fig. 9). In one experiment (theblack curve), both TSD and FMT were held fixed at 10 m. In threeof the remaining experiments, the tracer sampling distance (yellow),flux mixing thickness (blue) or both (green) vary in proportion tothe resolution (from 10 m at 36 layers to 3 m at 120 layers). In thefinal experiment, both depths cover only the top layer (similar to thetypical approach in ROMS). The first interesting conclusion from theseexperiments is that a melt rate with little sensitivity to resolution canbe achieved in MPAS-O with the tracer sampling distance held fixedand the flux mixing thickness either held fixed or varied in proportionto resolution. As we will discuss in Section 4.1, this solution on its own
Fig. 9. Mean melt rate as a function of vertical resolution in MPAS-O for fiveexperiments: tracer sampling distances and flux mixing thicknesses fixed at 10 m(black); TSD (yellow), FMT (blue) or both (green) varying in proportion to the meanvertical resolution (i.e. inversely to the number of layers (N) from 10 m at 36 layers to3 m at 120 layers); and both TSD and FMT only covering the top layer (red). By default,COCO and most z-level models participating in ISOMIP+ behave like the green curveas vertical resolution varies, explaining why melt rates are a strong function of verticalresolution in these models. ROMS behaves more like the red curve (which asymptotesto the green curve at higher resolution), and MPAS-O also shows substantially lowermelting in this configuration.
is not very satisfactory because there are not clear, physical groundsfor choosing a single, spatially constant value for these depths.These results are consistent with those from ROMS shown in Fig. 4.By default in the Ocean0 experiment, ROMS’ behaviour is similar to thered curve: melt rates are small and are further reduced with increas-ing resolution because both tracer sampling distance and flux mixingthickness cover only the top cell. With mixing modified to mimic lowervertical resolution and the Losch-style boundary layer scheme, ROMSbehaves more like the black curve, showing melt rates that are nearlyindependent of resolution. Z-level models like COCO tend to followthe green curve as resolution varies (the coarse-resolution limit for theCOCO experiments is shown by the black curve in Fig. 5a, while thehigh-resolution limit is shown in orange). A major difference is thatROMS is typically used at resolutions comparable to the right-handside of Fig. 9 while COCO and other z-level models typically operateat resolutions even coarser than MPAS-O on the left-hand side.
4. Discussion
4.1. Relationship between dz and melt
In Section 3.1, we have shown large differences in basal melt rateamong the models, particularly with COCO (a z-coordinate model) andMPAS-O (with its terrain-following top coordinate) compared to ROMS(with its terrain-following coordinate). However, in Fig. 3 the broad-scale distribution of heat within the cavity is approximately similar.The markedly different melt rates displayed by ROMS compared toCOCO and MPAS-O are as a result of cooler conditions confined to theboundary layer region (see insets in Fig. 3).In realistic simulations, melt rates can be tuned to match observa-tions, meaning that fundamentally different models could simulate thesame mean melt rate with different tuning and model set up. Even insuch cases, melt rates could evolve quite differently between modelsin response to changes in ocean forcing or ice-shelf geometry, as will
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be explored in analysis of the full set of ISOMIP+ results. This studyexplored changes in ocean forcing only in a limited way and used onlythree models, so we are not able to make broad claims about how modelresolution and other modelling choices might affect sensitivity to oceanforcing. Nevertheless, our results suggest a strong sensitivity of meltrates to the choice of vertical resolution, discretisation and boundary-layer parameterisation that could reasonably be expected to affect thesensitivity of melt rate to changes in ocean forcing. As shown in Fig. 2,these choices likely also affect the pattern of melting, with implicationsfor coupled ice sheet–ocean dynamics, processes that will be exploredin analysis of the MISOMIP1 experiments (Asay-Davis et al., 2016). Oneoption for tuning models to the same mean melt rate is by varying theturbulent exchange coefficients. It seems plausible that models tunedwith very different turbulent exchange coefficients to arrive at the samemean melt rate would have significantly different sensitivity to changesin thermal driving and/or ocean velocity.The basal melt dependence on vertical discretisation results fromthe treatment of the distribution of meltwater and the calculation ofthe thermal driving. Given that these choices are often fixed in themodel code, it follows that the choice of model framework will have alarge impact on simulated melting. In the z-level models following theISOMIP+ COM configuration, melt fluxes are distributed over a speci-fied and fixed ‘mixed layer depth’ following Losch (2008), equivalent toat least one full vertical grid cell thickness (∼10–20 m). Likewise, thetemperature and salinity used to calculate the basal melting are alsoaveraged over this prescribed depth. In a terrain-following model, thethickness of the layer along the ice shelf base depends on the watercolumn thickness, and so the typical thickness for the uppermost cellin the grounding line region is less than a few meters. In ROMS, themeltwater is distributed into the thin, top layer of the model. Sincebasal meltwater is fresh and less dense, it stabilises the water columnunder the ice shelf. Stable vertical profiles of temperature and salinityreduce the magnitude of basal melting through regulating turbulentupward heat flux to the uppermost grid cell where thermal driving iscalculated.The distribution of meltwater into the upper water column isthe first vertical-resolution dependency in both ROMS and COCO. InISOMIP+, mixing from the ice–ocean boundary layer into the oceanbelow is described by distributing tracer fluxes either into the toplayer or over a predefined mixed layer depth. Heat and freshwaterare distributed into the top layer (as in ROMS) or are fluxed into theflux mixing thickness (20 m for models with a Losch-style scheme inISOMIP+), with a chosen profile (e.g. exponentially decaying as inMPAS-O or evenly mixed over the flux mixing thickness as in COCO).ROMS experiments simulating a lower vertical resolution boundarylayer selectively increased mixing rates for heat and meltwater acrossthe top 20 m of ocean, effectively producing the uniform propertiesof the top cell in a coarse resolution model. The increased verticaldiffusivity mixes more heat into the cell closest to the ice shelf, reducesstratification from a meltwater layer and drives stronger melting.In idealised (e.g. ISOMIP experiments with MITGCM; Losch, 2008)and realistic (e.g. circum-Antarctic experiments in MITGCM; Schodloket al., 2016) z-level models, maximum melt rates have been shownto increase with coarser vertical resolution, which is attributed toincreased vertical mixing, decreased representation of the meltwaterlayer, and more heat closer to the ice shelf (Losch, 2008; Schodloket al., 2016). In contrast, a terrain-following coordinate model thatdistributes meltwater fluxes into the thin, top model layer relies on theocean vertical mixing parameterisation to mix meltwater downwardsfrom the interface. Any well mixed layer will be calculated internally bya choice of vertical mixing scheme such as KPP. In the ISOMIP+ ROMSexperiments, with constant interior vertical mixing and the absence ofother sources of mixing (e.g. tides or increased surface energy inputdue to stress between the ice shelf base and a rapidly moving buoyantplume), meltwater released into the top model layer forms a buoyantinsulating layer, leading to lower melt rates than in the case of otherISOMIP+ models despite broadly similar cavity environments.
The sampling depth of tracers for the calculation of melting is thesecond vertical-resolution dependency. The calculation of the thermaldriving requires the sampling or averaging of temperature and salinitytracers. The location at which these tracers are sampled will impactthe thermal driving. In a model with a Losch-style scheme (e.g. mostz-coordinate models), thermal driving is usually calculated based on theaverage temperature and salinity values down to a prescribed mixedlayer depth, typically equal to the vertical cell thickness (chosen as20 m in ISOMIP+). In contrast, ROMS calculates thermal driving withthe temperature and salinity in the top model layer. This produces adampening of thermal driving due to sampling these tracers in theregion where meltwater is also released. Conversely, when fluxes aredistributed close to the ice but thermal driving is sampled over a largerdepth, the feedback between meltwater release and thermal drivingbecomes partially decoupled. In this scenario and with low verticalmixing (such as these ISOMIP+ experiments), thermal driving will beincreased and melt rates will be higher (e.g. blue curve in Fig. 5b).In a warm cavity, the nonlinear relationship between thermal driv-ing and melting (as a result of feedback processes like increasingbuoyant overturning) leads to an exaggerated response to changes inresolution. The cold cavity regime is more linear, and the meltingresponds as a weaker function of the length scales introduced into theparameterisation. Modellers studying warm cavity ice shelves shouldtherefore be particularly aware of the vertical resolution dependency,and how it might manifest with each vertical coordinate system.In order to represent physical processes on a discrete grid, choicesmust be made about vertical resolution. A coarser grid will result in agreater depth being represented by a single tracer value, meaning thata coarser resolution is roughly equivalent to a strong vertical mixingover the thickness of the cell if that same thickness was representedby multiple layers. In other words, implicit mixing or homogenisationof fine-scale features within the cell thickness results from the verticaldiscretisation process. A higher vertical resolution and thinner layerswill result in less implicit mixing. In the context of ISOMIP+, a highresolution ROMS simulation with thin vertical layers will representa thin meltwater layer, and warmer water below. Given the choicesof FMT and TSD in ROMS, this will lead to a lower melt rate thanif a coarser resolution were used that homogenised the meltwaterlayers with warmer water below. In contrast, a z-coordinate model withcoarser resolution (e.g. 20 m vertical cells) will homogenise meltwaterwith water below, leading to a higher melt rate. Models like MPAS-Othat average ‘‘far-field’’ tracers for the ice–ocean boundary conditionsand distribute fluxes over several vertical layers essentially treat theice–ocean boundary layer as if the model had a coarser resolution,leading to melt rates comparable to z-level models. It does not seempossible to tune ROMS to reach the specified 30 myr−1 mean meltrate, with the forcing conditions and tuning parameters prescribed inISOMIP+, without a coarser vertical resolution or implementation ofa new boundary layer scheme. It is in this sense that the melt ratein ROMS is lower than in other models, however, this comparison isgiven with caution, as the correct value for melting is unknown. Furtherobservations are required to improve understanding of the boundarylayer beneath ice shelves under different topographic, oceanographicand buoyancy conditions.
4.2. Towards vertical resolution independent parameterisations
Limitations in the current treatment of the ice shelf–ocean bound-ary layer that lead to resolution dependency in melt rates are wellknown (Dinniman et al., 2016; Schodlok et al., 2016; Asay-Davis et al.,2016). While we have demonstrated more thoroughly the reasons andlimits of this dependency, there remains much uncertainty in how theimpact of vertical-resolution dependency will manifest in more realisticmodels of ice shelf–ocean interaction. Given the important role ofice shelf–ocean models in forming accurate projections for future sealevel rise, this major uncertainty must be addressed. Furthermore, as
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computational power increases, there will likely be a move to highervertical resolution. However, until the full spectrum of turbulent pro-cesses can be explicitly resolved, parameterisations of processes in thesurface boundary layer will need to evolve with the increasing verticalresolution. While this article is not the appropriate forum to introducea new parameterisation, we can indicate future research directions thatmay lead to improved simulation of the ice shelf–ocean boundary layer.Understanding the structure and mechanisms that govern thermo-dynamic and momentum exchange at the ice shelf–ocean boundarylayer are limited by the paucity of observations and the spatial het-erogeneity of ice shelf–ocean interactions. Using turbulence, velocityand temperature observations beneath Larsen C Ice Shelf, Davis andNicholls (2019) showed that in weak flow conditions the log-layer(the inner region where the ‘law of the wall’ applies) is relativelythin (<2.5 m thick). As a result, sampling velocity outside of the log-layer, such as in models with thick vertical layers ((10) m), whilestill using a quadratic drag parameterisation (that employs a 𝐶𝐷 tunedfor sampling within the log-layer), will lead to a significant differencein the magnitude of the friction velocity and melt rates (Davis andNicholls, 2019). Even in models with high vertical resolution, the useof constant values of 𝐶𝐷 (e.g. Jenkins et al., 2010) is not appropriatewhen velocities are sampled within the log-layer, in which 𝐶𝐷 shoulddepend on the distance from the ice–ocean boundary. Beneath PineIsland Glacier, within a channelised region of high basal melting,there was an observed mismatch between the altimeter measure ofice retreat and that inferred from salt fluxes (Stanton et al., 2013).This possibly indicates the presence of strong lateral advection mov-ing salt fluxes from upstream, but it should also be noted that thenature of turbulent mixing at the ice shelf–ocean interface remainunknown and unquantified. Beneath McMurdo Ice Shelf, temperatureand salinity measurements indicate a complex and varying verticaltracer profile (Robinson et al., 2010), contrary to a ‘mixed layer’ whichprovides the ambient properties for calculating thermal driving in thethree-equation parameterisation. Beneath Ross Ice Shelf, a co-locatedice penetrating radar site and a mooring allowed a robust assessmentof the parameterisation, showing that in the situation with a tracerboundary layer which displays a thermal gradient (‘less well mixed’),the melt rate dependency on temperature, as expected from Hollandand Jenkins (1999), degrades (Stewart, 2017). Beneath George VIIce Shelf, observations of diffusive–convective thermohaline staircasesdirectly contradict assumptions of a turbulent boundary layer (Kimuraet al., 2015). Furthermore, in complex conditions of supercooling, basalfreezing, and a destabilising buoyancy flux, the robustness of currentparameterisations is even less well known as suggested in observa-tions (e.g. Robinson et al., 2014) and modelling studies (e.g. ReesJones and Wells, 2018). Likewise, basal roughness (from microscalescallops (e.g. Bushuk et al., 2019) to sub-grid scale channels) affectsa stress though the upper ocean to form a momentum boundary layerand impact melting. Observations of the sub-ice shelf surface are lim-ited (e.g. Robinson et al., 2017) and the impact on melting has not beenexplored extensively (e.g. Gwyther et al., 2015).The three-equation formulation assumes only vertical fluxes (acrossthe boundary layer and into the ice shelf) without any net horizontalfluxes. However, simplified theoretical models by Jenkins (2016) showthat, with a sloping interface and a buoyant plume, a steady state inthe boundary layer could only be reached if spatial gradients werepresent in properties such as temperature or horizontal velocity. This,in turn, impacts assumptions of zero net horizontal heat and saltfluxes with further implications for how vertical transport through theboundary layer is parameterised. The three-equation parameterisationalso assumes low stratification and a simple relationship between flowin the boundary layer and stress at the surface (quadratic drag law).However, in reality, observations suggest that complex stratificationcan exist below ice shelves (Kimura et al., 2015). Also, the optimumchoices of 𝑈 and 𝐶𝐷 in the quadratic drag parameterisation are unclear.In a weak flow regime beneath Larsen C Ice Shelf, the friction velocity
has been shown not to be related to the flow speed by a constantcoefficient (Davis and Nicholls, 2019), as the quadratic drag law wouldpredict. Further, it is likely that the constant value for 𝐶𝐷 used inthe MISOMIP experiments and many other ice–ocean models, is notconsistent with the sampling location for velocity at either low or highvertical resolution.Laboratory experiments show that features present at sub-grid scalessuch as variability in ice slope will impact melting (McConnochie andKerr, 2018), but melt rates will depend on whether the ice–oceanboundary layer is turbulent or still largely laminar in nature (Magorrianand Wells, 2016; Gayen et al., 2016). One key feature that has been di-agnosed in both laboratory experiments and high resolution modelling,is that assumptions made about the viscous sublayer (present within
(1mm) from the ice) in Holland and Jenkins (1999) may not hold inall cases. Experimental testing has shown that there is a transition froma convectively controlled sublayer at lower water speeds to a shear-controlled sublayer. In the case of the former, melting is independentof fluid velocity, and an empirical relationship is proposed to describethis regime (McConnochie and Kerr, 2017). High resolution modellingand laboratory studies can help to improve ice shelf–ocean modelsthrough providing more appropriate parameterisations for the differentturbulence regimes.The importance of the transition from laminar to a turbulent bound-ary layer regime has also been shown in high resolution modelling.The nearly laminar regime is characterised by lower fluid velocity,higher stratification and hence lower melt rates as compared to theturbulent regime where higher turbulence (formed through strong ve-locity shear or buoyant flow along a steeply sloping ice shelf base)drives a well mixed boundary layer and higher melting. The degreeof ice shelf slope, basal roughness, stratification and velocity shearwill control the formation of a turbulently mixed boundary layer andhence whether the three-equation parameterisation produces represen-tative results (Mondal et al., 2019; Vreugdenhil and Taylor, 2019).While modified melt rate parameterisations have been suggested forthe regime transition from laminar and intermediately turbulent tofully turbulent, the application into regional ocean models needs to bemore carefully considered. This is primarily due to the coupled natureof the problem, where ocean conditions drive melting which in turninfluences the ocean conditions, and the demonstrated sensitivity tomodel choices such as where to sample tracers for thermal drivingand where to release meltwater. Again, high resolution modelling iscritical for providing parameterisations, independent of vertical reso-lution, that describe heat and salt transfer to the ice interface. Theseparameterisations must include the viscous sublayer and transportacross the remainder of the boundary layer under a range of buoyancyconditions (stably stratified from melting or unstable convection fromrefreezing) and turbulence conditions (including diffusive–convectivelayers, laminar flow or fully developed turbulence).However it is not enough to just provide new values (or even func-tional forms) of vertical heat and salt fluxes, 𝛤𝑇 and 𝛤𝑆 . Rather, a newparameterisation needs to feed into the vertical mixing scheme used inthe ocean interior (e.g. KPP) by modifying the vertical diffusivities andviscosities in the sub-ice shelf boundary layer. Critically, for there to beno vertical resolution dependency, there must be a smooth transitionbetween the parameterised unresolved boundary layer diffusivities andthose used in the vertical mixing scheme for the resolved portion of theboundary layer.
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated how the commonly used parameterisationfor ice shelf–ocean thermodynamic interaction performs under differentmodel frameworks. The methods for implementing this parameterisa-tion, in particular how the tracers that drive melting are sampled andhow meltwater fluxes are distributed, vary between different frame-works. Some models assume a relatively thick (e.g. ∼20 m) ‘mixed
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layer’ with a prescribed, non-varying thickness, while others usingfiner vertical resolution rely on explicit mixing from vertical mixingschemes such as KPP. However, though the methods for implementingthis parameterisation vary between models, all either suffer from oneof two problems; either an implicit dependency between melting andthe vertical resolution of the model, or an arbitrary, constant choice ofthe flux mixing and tracer sampling distances with no physical basis.These results also illustrate that previous modelling studies mustbe understood in the context of the chosen modelling framework andchoices for how the melting parameterisation is implemented (i.e. fluxmixing thickness and tracer sampling distance). The results abovesuggest that for a similar ocean environment and vertical turbulenceparameterisation, ROMS may produce lower melt rates than a coarserresolution, z-level or ALE model. The most ‘realistic’ result is stillunknown, as we have such limited observations of the sub-ice shelfenvironment.Further investigation is required to understand the physics andprocesses that govern this transfer of heat and salt from the oceanoutside the boundary layer into the ice. The parameterisations thatdevelop from the improved understanding of this region must bettercapture the transfer of heat and salt across the unresolved portionof the ice–ocean boundary region, without a resolution dependency.Furthermore, it must achieve a physically based representation of thevertical heat and salt fluxes in the boundary layer that smoothly matchwith the fluxes imposed by the sub-grid-scale vertical mixing scheme inthe resolved portion of the upper water column. This will be achievedthrough laboratory experiments and high-resolution modelling stud-ies (e.g. Large Eddy Simulations or Direct Numerical Simulations) incombination with observations under a variety of basal conditions ofthe nature of turbulence and the rates of heat and salt transfer in theboundary layer.
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Appendix. Details of model configuration
ROMSROMS uses an Arakawa C-Grid, with u- and v-velocities located on thecell east/west and north/south faces, respectively, and tracers locatedin the center of each grid cell (rho-point). Velocities at rho-pointsare calculated as the average of the velocities at adjacent u-/v-points.The momentum boundary condition is a quadratic drag law, whichcomputes a friction velocity from the velocity magnitude in the topmodel layer.Thermal driving is calculated (following Eqs. (1)–(4)) using temper-ature and salinity in the top model layer. Likewise, melt water releaseis captured through a ‘virtual’ salt flux into the top model layer. ROMSuses a terrain-following vertical coordinate where the distribution oflayers here has been selected to provide a sigmoidal distribution. As aresult there is an increased layer density at the top and bottom of eachwater column. Beneath the ice shelf, typical top layer thickness valuesare shown in Supplementary Table A.1.
COCOCOCO uses an Arakawa B-Grid and the u- and v-velocities are definedat the four corners. The tracer point is located in the centre of eachgrid cell. Velocities at rho-points are calculated as the average of thevelocities at the adjacent velocity points.COCO uses the temperature and salinity in the uppermost grid cellto estimate basal melt rate, and thus TSD is linked to the verticalresolution. After diagnosing the basal melt rate, COCO distributes thebasal meltwater (in the form of a tracer tendency e.g. 𝑑𝑇𝑑𝑡 ) to theprescribed layers (FMT) to conserve heat, salinity, and freshwater,following Eq. (A.1) with parameter values from Table 4 in Asay-Daviset al. (2016). The re-estimated tracer values, 𝜙′, are calculated as
𝜙′ =
(𝜂 + 𝛥𝑧𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑝)𝜙𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑝 +
∑𝑘′
𝑘=𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑝+1 𝛥𝑘𝜙𝑘 + 𝛼
𝜂 + 𝛥𝜂 +
∑𝑘′
𝑘=𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝛥𝑧𝑘
, (A.1)
where
𝛼 =
{
𝛥𝜂(𝑇𝑓 −
𝐿
𝑐𝑤
) (𝜙 ∶ temperature)
0 (𝜙 ∶ salinity)
Here, 𝜙 is the original tracer (temperature and salinity), 𝛥𝑧 is thevertical grid thickness, 𝑘 is the grid index of the uppermost cell underthe ice shelf, 𝑘′ is the grid index of the bottom cell in the FMT,
𝜂 is sea level height, and 𝛥𝜂 is sea level change caused by basalmelting/freezing.In the lower resolution COM simulations, the FMT is the same asthe cell size of the uppermost grid cell (20 m). In the series of highervertical resolution experiments, we change the prescribed distance overwhich fluxes distributed from 2 m to 40 m to see the dependency onthe basal melting, while TSD is kept to the uppermost grid size of 2 m.Other parameters used are listed in Supplementary Table A.1.
MPAS-OMPAS-O uses an Arakawa C-Grid, with normal velocities located onthe edges of polygonal cells (typically hexagons). Velocity magnitudesat cell centres are computed based on an area-weighted average ofthe square of the normal velocities on edges in the top model layer.The momentum boundary condition at the ice-shelf base is a quadraticdrag law, which uses a friction velocity computed from the velocitymagnitude in the top model layer.Layer thicknesses in MPAS-O are initialised to maintain a HaneyNumber (Haney, 1991) below 5. This is accomplished by thickeninglayers in regions of steep ice slope, notably the calving front, butotherwise allowing them to thin as the water column thins. UnlikeROMS, the bottom coordinate in MPAS-O does not follow the terrain.Instead, layers are ‘dropped’ where they fall below the bathymetry ina similar fashion to z-level models. Layer thicknesses are a minimum1 m, and the water column is not allowed to become thinner thanthree layers (therefore 3 m) thick. Layer thicknesses vary with the
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Table A.1Further details of model setups are given. 𝛥𝑧 is the range of thicknesses of the top layer (for the under-ice region) for different model configurations. 𝜈 is the vertical tracerviscosity for both stable (stab) and unstable (unstab) stratification. Likewise, 𝜅 is the vertical tracer diffusivity for both stable (stab) and unstable (unstab) stratification. Details of theFMT and TSD schemes are given, as well as the manner in which 𝑢∗ (friction velocity) is calculated. The momentum boundary condition parameterisation for each model is given,along with the corresponding drag coefficient, 𝐶𝐷 .
ROMS COCO MPAS-O
Grid type C-grid B-grid C-grid
𝛥𝑧 range(COM experiments) mean: 4 m, min: 0.3 m, max: 9 m (21 layers) 20 m (36 levels) mean: 10.8 m, min: 1.2 m, max: 19 m (36layers)
𝛥𝑧 range(other config) mean: 19 m, min: 1 m, max: 43 m (6 layers); 2 m (360 levels) mean: 8.2 m, min: 1.1 m, max: 15 m (48layers);
mean: 9 m, min: 0.6 m, max: 19 m (11 layers); mean: 5.8 m, min: 1.1 m, max: 14 m (72layers);
mean: 2 m, min: 0.1 m, max: 5 m 41 layers) mean: 4.9 m, min: 1.1 m, max: 14 m (90layers);
mean: 4.1 m, min: 1.1 m, max: 14 m (120layers)
𝜈,stab 1 × 10−3 m2 s−1 1 × 10−3 m2 s−1 1 × 10−3 m2 s−1
𝜅,stab 5 × 10−5 m2 s−1 5 × 10−5 m2 s−1 5 × 10−5 m2 s−1
𝜈,unstab 0.1 m2 s−1 0.1 m2 s−1 0.1 m2 s−1
𝜅,unstab 0.1 m2 s−1 0.1 m2 s−1 0.1 m2 s−1FMT details Fluxes distributed into top cell Fluxes distributed into top cell for COMconfig); and, over prescribed depth (2 m to40 m) for other configurations, with equaldistribution with depth
Fluxes distributed over prescribed depth;Decreasing exponential distribution with depth
TSD details Tracers sampled from top grid cells Tracers sampled from top grid cells Tracers averaged over fixed depth
u* samplingdistance Velocities averaged from the u-/v-points (celledges) to the top model layer rho-points (centerof each cell)
Velocity at the tracer point (center of each cell)estimated from the velocity points (vertices) Normal velocities at edges in the top modellayer used to reconstruct velocity magnitudeand 𝑢∗ at cell centresMomentum BC Quadratic drag law Quadratic drag law Quadratic drag law
𝐶𝐷 2.5 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−3
number of vertical layers in the model as well as with depth andhorizontal coordinate. To give the reader a flavor for typical values,in Supplementary Table A.1, we provide the mean, minimum andmaximum thickness of the top model layer under the ice shelf forvarious numbers of vertical layers.
Heat and salt fluxes are distributed exponentially with depth witha vertical length scale given by FMT (𝜁), so that the flux into layer 𝑘with layer thickness ℎ𝑘 is
𝑄1 = 𝑄surf (1 − 𝑒−ℎ1∕𝜁) , (A.2)
𝑅1 = 𝑄surf −𝑄1, (A.3)
𝑄𝑘 = 𝑅𝑘−1
(
1 − 𝑒−ℎ𝑘∕𝜁
)
, (A.4)
𝑅𝑘 = 𝑅𝑘−1 −𝑄𝑘, (A.5)
where 𝑄surf is the total surface flux, 𝑄𝑘 is the flux into layer 𝑘 and 𝑅𝑘 isa ‘residual’ flux at the bottom of layer 𝑘 that is available for distributioninto lower layers. This scheme is not used for momentum fluxes.
The ‘far-field’ tracer values used in the 3-equation boundary condi-tions (Eqs. (1)–(3)) are computed by a simple weighted average overthe TSD (ℎTS):
𝑇𝑤 =
(∑𝑘′−1
𝑘=1 ℎ𝑘𝑇𝑘
)
+ ℎ′𝑘′𝑇𝑘′
ℎTS , (A.6)
ℎ′𝑘′ = ℎTS −
𝑘′−1∑
𝑘=1
ℎ𝑘, (A.7)
and similarly for 𝑆𝑤, where 𝑘′ is the index of the deepest layer with atop interface that is within a distance ℎTS of the ice-shelf base.
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